


What this evidence proves:

We and our co-workers witnessed some guys stealing money
from both, our company and the US Government Treasury. We
reported it to the cops. It turned out to be part of one of the
biggest embezzlement crimes ever exposed. Major political
figures and tech "bosses" turned out to be running a "PayPal
Tech Mafia". The bad guys then began hunting us down and
attacking us in reprisal "for the rest of our lives" per their threats
and their ongoing retribution vendettas.  
 
It was found that famous senators, their Silicon Valley oligarch
financiers and their associates run an organized crime insider
trading scam that abuses taxpayers and sabotages competing
businesses. The terminations of the heads of the FBI, The
Department of Energy and other famous people in politics is
because of their operation, and cover-ups, of this case. The
cover-ups are still going on. Our ability to get justice in this
matter is still blockaded. 
 
We will fight to the death to get justice because they tried to kill
us, ruin our business and destroy our names. Every day an
increasingly large number of the 300 million potential voters join
the effort to expose, shame, dox, bankrupt, boycott and 100%
legally exterminate the corrupt entities who did these illicit
things by using our Democracy as their billionaire's plaything.
Hundreds of the perpetrators have already been fired, placed
under permanent public surveillance, financially tracked through
every asset, reported to federal agencies and targeted for
investigation. The goal is to interdict every single person,



company and political operative group who is engaging in these
crimes using crowd-sourced investigation and intelligence tools.

This evidence proves:

- That a mobster-like cartel of men operate a racketeering operation out of
Silicon Valley that manipulates elections, news and taxpayer funding
policies.

- That this cartel is comprised of sick, megalomaniac, sexually addicted and
abusive men who protect each other with billions of dollars of cover-ups
involving the bribery of Senators with insider trading stock and covert
campaign financing.

- That this cartel receives hundreds of billions of dollars of profits from
their crimes and this causes them to stoop to murders, extortion, black-lists,
funding blockades and other crimes, in order to gather their ill-gotten gains.

- That the investors of Google, Facebook, Twitter, Amazon, Ebay, Netflix
and a related set of Silicon Valley monopolies conspire in these efforts to
manipulate the stock market, lie to advertisers and bias all digital news and
information, globally, to push their selfish ideologies.

- That Senators Pelosi, Feinstein, Boxer, Harris, Reid have an active
criminal participation in, and benefit from, these efforts and that they, in
fact, along with Steven Chu had illicit dealings with Russian and Chinese
financiers and they are paid with insider trading stock, revolving door jobs,
and other covert payola.

- That Google, Facebook and Twitter have rigged and manipulated U.S.
elections since Barack Obama was elected.

- That the U.S. Department of Energy and the U.S. Department of Justice
were used as an illicit slush-fund by the Obama Administration to pay
campaign financiers and to sabotage their competitors.



- That government officials hired and/or financed and/or directed deadly
economic and character assassination hit jobs against those who reported
these crimes using attack services from IN-Q-Tel,Gawker Media, Jalopnik,
Gizmodo Media, K2 Intelligence, WikiStrat , Podesta Group, Fusion
GPS,Google, YouTube, Alphabet, Facebook,Twitter, Think Progress ,
Media Matters, Black Cube, Mossad,Correct The Record, Stratfor,
ShareBlue,Wikileaks, Cambridge Analytica; the owners of whom have been
proven to have accepted compensation for such hatchet job services.

- The “The PayPal Mafia” is an actual Cosa Nostra like operation that
exploits sex cults, prostitutes, gay rent boys and market rigging as illicitly
as the old Chicago “Mob”.

- That Tesla Motors is a criminal Dark Money front that “cooks the books”,
lies about safety issues and runs sabotage campaigns through Musk’s
massive use of Russian bots, trolls, stock shills and his covert manipulations
with Google’s Larry Page and Eric Schmidt.

SILICON VALLEY TECH CARTEL EVIDENCE FOLDER
EXPLANATIONS:

Here is a small sample of the evidence proving the charges. We warrant,
certify and guarantee that, with equitable legal representation, we can prove
all of our charges in a Grand Jury, A civil Jury Trial and a television
broadcast live Congressional hearing. This is a public peer-to-peer, mesh
network, free wiki operated by a Task Force of citizens, journalists, forensic
investigators and law enforcement specialists. You can read and explore the
evidence samples by clicking on each link following these categorical
explanations for the folders:

SILICON VALLEY MEDIA COLLUSION INFO RIGGING - This folder
provides a small sample of the proof that a group of media company owners
in the Tech Cartel coordinate news stories and news censorship in order to
manipulate their crony capitalism plots. This includes only hiring certain
types of extremists, having their HR departments run "echo-chambers",
keeping employees in a glass bubble, new age biased mind-training,
subliminal messaging campaigns and coordinated catch phrases. 



 
DEPT OF ENERGY IS THE DNC SLUSH FUND - This folder provides a
small sample of the proof that the U.S. Dept. of Energy is used as a slush-
fund and Dark Money-compensated stock market scam by the Obama
Administration and their Silicon Valley Tech Cartel financiers. CA & NY
Senators and AG's ran the high level parts of this criminal kick back Dark
Money scheme.

SILICON VALLEY AND HOLLYWOOD SEX CULTS AND
ABUSE - This folder provides a small sample of the proof that  Silicon
Valley Tech Cartel VC's and PayPal Mafia oligarchs are raised to be
sociopaths and exhibit lawless, deranged social actions like rape, sex abuse,
misogyny, tax evasion, racism, bribery, embezzlement and other illicit
deviance. Their vast sex abuses and sex clubs prove their moral failures and
that they seek not pleasure but "control over others" in their horrific sexual
crimes.    

HOW YOU CAN FIGHT CORRUPTION - This folder provides the latest
info on technologies and tactics you can use to expose the corrupt and shut
them down! 
 
THE DNC HIT JOB MEDIA ASSASSINS - This folder provides a small
sample of the proof that the suspects are spending vast amounts of money
and resources on Fusion GPS, Black Cube, Gawker/Gizmodo hit jobs and
spying. These are not just people who disagree with Trump. The Tech
Cartel is actively meeting and coordinating attacks about, and spending tens
of millions of dollars on, espionage activities, riots and character
assassinations in order to keep their payola schemes going. Government
officials financed and managed political, economic and character
assassination attacks on domestic taxpaying citizens, using taxpayer
resources and hit-job contractors. 
 
RUSSIANS RUSSIANS RUSSIANS - This folder provides a small sample
of the proof that it was originally Silicon Valley DNC Tech Cartel
executives and venture capitalists who set up the first relationships with
Russian mobsters. 
 



PRIVACY AND SPYING ABUSE ONLINE - This folder provides a small
sample of the proof that The Silicon Valley Cartel lie about their censorship
and privacy rape of the public while, in fact, spying on the public for
election manipulation using CIA-type tactics. Facebook, Twitter,
Google/YouTube conspire to coordinate political, business and stock market
censorship and attacks on their enemies. 
 
DATING AND ONLINE SOCIAL MANIPULATION - This folder
provides a small sample of the proof that the Tech Cartel including Chelsea
Clinton's match.com, OKCupid and IAC properties and Reid Hoffman's
matching sites are actually DNC honey-trap operations, political spying
database population tools and mood manipulation efforts to exploit
sensitive love-seekers for their vulnerable status. 
 
WHY GOOGLE IS A SICK CORRUPT MONOPOLY - This folder
provides a small sample of the proof that Google/YouTube/Alphabet
owners and executives planned and manually coordinated election
manipulations, privacy abuse, search engine rigged attacks on individuals,
and militaristic information-rigging that harms the public and exceeds anti-
trust violations more profoundly than almost any other company in history.
The reason that Google employees comprised such a large portion of the
Obama White House is so Google and the Tech Cartel could seek to
implement this crony capitalism crime.

THE CORRUPT LAWYER, CPA, iBANK, LOBBYIST GANGS - This
folder provides a small sample of the proof that the majority of the funds
transfers for these Tech Cartel crimes came through Dark Money accounts,
covert family trusts, shell corporations, revolving door contracts and insider
trading scams operated by these tier 2 services contractors.

THE IDENTITIES OF THE CORRUPT DEEP STATE CROOKS - This
folder provides a small sample of the proof that  a Mafia-like Silicon Valley
Tech Cartel exists and is comprised of, and operated by, a pack of elitist
fraternity house men and famous politicians. 
 
IMMIGRANTS PAY FOR THE NANCY PELOSI MANSIONS - This
folder provides a small sample of the proof that Nancy Pelosi, her family



and staff are both operators and beneficiaries of these crimes. 
 
POLITICAL DEATHS AND POISONINGS - This folder provides a small
sample of the proof that a large number of connected individuals who
crossed the Silicon Tech Cartel Cosa Nostra are now dead under mysterious
circumstances. CA, NY & DC public officials and FBI executives have
covered up these deaths and slowed investigations because they have
financial links to the DNC financiers suspected of causing these murders.
Seth Rich is only one of thousands of bizarre deaths of Tech Cartel whistle-
blowers.

THE SANDHILL ROAD SILICON VALLEY VC SOCIOPATHS - This
folder provides a small sample of the proof that The Silicon Valley Mafia
(AKA: "The Tech Cartel", "The PayPal Mafia". "The AngelGate
Conspirators", etc.) is The Sandhill Road Venture Capital frat boy company
bosses in Palo Alto, their National Venture Capital Association (NVCA)
partners and the tech companies (Google, Tesla, Facebook, Amazon,
Twitter, Linkedin, etc.) they control. They are sometimes referred to as
"The Deep State". They have purchased California, New York and
Washington, DC politicians (mostly Senators) who they also control. They
hire rogue ex-intelligence agents to operate Fusion GPS, Gawker/Gizmodo,
Black Cube, ShareBlue, New America, In-Q-Tel, Podesta Group, Media
Matters, etc. massive media attack programs against competitors, reporters
and outsiders. They collude on black-lists, valuation controls, election
manipulation, search engine rigging, domestic spying for political
manipulation, stock rigging, insider trading, revolving door payola,
executive prostitute clubs, trophy wife assignments, the bribery of
politicians and worse. They are felons who pay politicians to halt
investigations and interdiction efforts. They are widely covered in news
media articles as: 'sex abusers, cult enthusiasts, elitists, rapists, woman
beaters, probiosis abusers, sexual work extortion operators, extremists,
arrogant clones of each other, tone deaf, echo-chamber reinforcing,
misogynist, racist, manipulative, insecure, covertly gay, corrupt, thieves'
and other anti-social revelations. They are not limited to California and also
operate out of New York and Washington DC. They use their monopolistic
control of the internet to massively and exclusively scale services that only
they control and use to abuse the public's privacy, human rights, invention



rights and information. They run their cartel like the old Italian Mafia once
did.

SILICON VALLEY MANIPULATES ELECTIONS - This folder provides
a small sample of the proof that the "The Deep State" that runs all of these
tens of millions of dollars of political attacks and media manipulations is
focused on rigging elections. These people have a 'Dark Money' bribery
program underway in which they use fake charity organizations to conduit
bribes and rigged government contracts back and forth to themselves via
control of elected officials. 
 
THE FEINSTEIN CORRUPTION AND PAYOLA - This folder provides a
small sample of the proof that Dianne Feinstein, her family and staff are
both operators and beneficiaries of these crimes. 
 
AAAA CASE OVERVIEWS - This folder provides a small sample of the
proof that crooked insiders from political circles participated in the crime. It
cost taxpayers over six trillion dollars in losses. The most notorious
Senators in the country are trying to keep it covered up. The main part of
the scam is called 'Dark Money Trickle Laundering'. It works via corrupt
Senators, criminally illicit law firms, dirty lobbyists, fake charities,
sociopath tech billionaires, mobster CPA's and covert dynastic family trust
funds. The taxpayers of the USA are the helpless victims of this crime and
the SEC, FEC, DOJ, DOE, and other agencies, refuse to help them because
the agency bosses get paid by the crooks! America was created as a 'one
person = one vote' nation but 320 elitist billionaires bribed their way to get
500,000+ votes for each one of themselves! In other words: you get one
vote but they use criminally illicit schemes to steal millions of votes for a
few hundred corrupt guys. 
 
THE ELON MUSK TESLA BRIBES AND CORRUPTION - This folder
provides a small sample of the proof that Elon Musk and Tesla Motors exist
today because of their covert political organized crime activities, political
bribes, DNC Dark Money financing and regulator payola.

HERE ARE THE LINKS TO THE SAMPLE FOLDERS:



SEE THE HARD EVIDENCE PROVIDED BY TENS OF THOUSANDS
OF INVESTIGATIVE REPORTERS, THE FBI, CONGRESSIONAL
COMMITTEES AND OUR OWN EYE-WITNESS REPORTS AT THIS
LINK:

https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/

THE KEY PARTS OF THE REPORTS, THAT PROVE THE CHARGES
ARE IN THESE FOLDERS:

SILICON VALLEY MEDIA COLLUSION INFO RIGGING 

DEPT OF ENERGY IS THE DNC SLUSH FUND 

SILICON VALLEY AND HOLLYWOOD SEX CULTS AND ABUSE 

HOW YOU CAN FIGHT CORRUPTION 

THE DNC HIT JOB MEDIA ASSASSINS 

RUSSIANS RUSSIANS RUSSIANS 

PRIVACY AND SPYING ABUSE ONLINE 

DATING AND ONLINE SOCIAL MANIPULATION 

WHY GOOGLE IS A SICK CORRUPT MONOPOLY 

THE CORRUPT LAWYER, CPA, iBANK, LOBBYIST GANGS 

THE IDENTITIES OF THE CORRUPT DEEP STATE CROOKS 

IMMIGRANTS PAY FOR THE NANCY PELOSI MANSIONS 

POLITICAL DEATHS AND POISONINGS 

https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/SILICON%20VALLEY%20MEDIA%20COLLUSION%20INFO%20RIGGING
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/DEPT%20OF%20ENERGY%20IS%20THE%20DNC%20SLUSH%20FUND
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/SILICON%20VALLEY%20AND%20HOLLYWOOD%20SEX%20CULTS%20AND%20ABUSE
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/HOW%20YOU%20CAN%20FIGHT%20CORRUPTION
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/THE%20DNC%20HIT%20JOB%20MEDIA%20ASSASSINS
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/RUSSIANS%20RUSSIANS%20RUSSIANS
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/PRIVACY%20AND%20SPYING%20ABUSE%20ONLINE
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/DATING%20AND%20ONLINE%20SOCIAL%20MANIPULATION
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/WHY%20GOOGLE%20IS%20A%20SICK%20CORRUPT%20MONOPOLY
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/THE%20CORRUPT%20LAWYER,%20CPA,%20iBANK,%20LOBBYIST%20GANGS
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/THE%20IDENTITIES%20OF%20THE%20CORRUPT%20DEEP%20STATE%20CROOKS
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/IMMIGRANTS%20PAY%20FOR%20THE%20NANCY%20PELOSI%20MANSIONS
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/POLITICAL%20DEATHS%20AND%20POISONINGS


THE SANDHILL ROAD SILICON VALLEY VC SOCIOPATHS 

SILICON VALLEY MANIPULATES ELECTIONS 

What this evidence proves.html 

THE FEINSTEIN CORRUPTION AND PAYOLA 

WHAT IS DARK MONEY.pdf 

AAAA CASE OVERVIEWS 

What this evidence proves.pdf 

THE ELON MUSK TESLA BRIBES AND CORRUPTION

________________________________

A DETAILED EXAMINATION OF THE ROOTS
OF DOMESTIC NATIONAL POLITICAL

CORRUPTION AND A PLEA FOR ELECTED
OFFICIALS TO ACTUALLY DO THEIR JOBS

FOR THE AMERICAN PUBLIC
 
  
 
"Dear White House: 
 
For years, we have been asking our government representatives to do
something, anything, about this matter. We have gotten no reply, stone-
walling, cover-ups and zero effort. That is shameful! 
 

https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/THE%20SANDHILL%20ROAD%20SILICON%20VALLEY%20VC%20SOCIOPATHS
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/SILICON%20VALLEY%20MANIPULATES%20ELECTIONS
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/What%20this%20evidence%20proves.html
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/THE%20FEINSTEIN%20CORRUPTION%20AND%20PAYOLA
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/WHAT%20IS%20DARK%20MONEY.pdf
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/AAAA%20CASE%20OVERVIEWS
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/What%20this%20evidence%20proves.pdf
https://londonworldwide.com/EVIDENCE/THE%20ELON%20MUSK%20TESLA%20BRIBES%20AND%20CORRUPTION


This matter affects every voting citizen because, if we can't get justice in
America, then no voter will believe they can either. 
 
A handful of corrupt tech billionaires, and their corrupt Senators, are
manipulating the taxpaying voter's emotional triggers in order to steer, and
money-launder, a trillion U.S. taxpayer dollars into their private bank
accounts. Over 300 million American voters have said that the #1 issue with
U.S. public policy is “CORRUPTION”. This issue is about that corruption. 
 
Their “climate”, “immigrants”, “medical coverage” issues are fake
controversies that they use to scam U.S. Treasury funds that have nothing to
do with those ‘cover issues’. They use Google, Facebook, Twitter and the
"Main Stream Media", that they own, in order to pump up these fake
controversies via fake news.  They use "Dark Money" fake charities,
"Invisible Bridge" money laundering, crony stock market insider trading
and pump-and-dump schemes, revolving door payola, prostitution bribes
and other illicit corruption tricks. 
 
We are fighting back and we have already taken out part of the “bad guys”,
and their schemes, using 100% legal tactics and methodologies.

Any member of the public can now accomplish these anti-corruption efforts
using espionage journalism, private investigation methods, citizen sleuth
websites, class-action lawsuits and personal mass public media distribution.
We encourage the public to continue in their efforts to bankrupt every single
corrupt party that abuses our Democracy. 
 
In our matter, the U.S. Government, via the Obama White House and the
U.S. Department of Energy intentionally defrauded us out of years of work
and our life savings! Now they owe us some offsets! We are here to collect. 
 
We could not understand how ‘public servants’ could do these kinds of
crimes to, and with, our government while stealing our, and millions of
other taxpayers, money out of our pockets. We set out to hunt down every
single person, group and process that allowed these crimes to happen,
document their crimes on permanent public record and then make it nearly
impossible for them to ever do this to the public again. 



 
We were tricked by false government promises into spending years of our
lives and millions of dollars of our life savings. We, and our peers, were
used as the “facade” of a “cover story” to operate a criminally illicit “Dark
Money” operation against the American public. We swear, warrant and
certify that we can prove every assertion in a public federal jury trial, Grand
Jury hearing and/or televised Congressional hearing, given equitable
credible legal resources and security protection. 
 
Senior government officials had full knowledge of, and participated in, this
criminal enterprise. They knew, from the start, that the state ad federal
funding was covertly hard-wired, in advance, exclusively to their friends.
They then attacked us with “Fusion GPS” , “Lois Lerner Targeting”, a
tabloid character assassination program and worse things. They attacked us
because we properly reported the crime to the FBI and Congress. They
attacked us because we did "the right thing". 
 
The cover-ups of this crime continue to this day. The failure of the U.S.
Government to provide any 1.) apology, 2.) damages offset, 3.) justice, 4.)
whistle-blower and informant fees; in this matter continues to this day. We
are not anti-government. We are anti-corruption. In fact, top government
officials are helping us in our quest. 
 
For our first project, almost every taxpaying member of the public
supported our past efforts and, in fact, provided us with a historically large
number of purchasing letters of support which we hand-delivered to
Congress. Nobody else was able to do that. 
 
The non-crony major international news outlets, every major industrial
publication, most of the non-crony members of the U.S. Congress, and
every other non-crony public official confirmed that "Part Two" of our
project was a “go”. After winning Congressional awards and fully
delivering on our previous government contracts, federal officials asked us
to invest our time and money in the federal government and do even more
to create domestic jobs and new domestic technology opportunities. 
 
BUT… 



 
...it turned out that all of the government “deciders” worked for and owned
stock in our arch competitor. The government officials took the money they
had promised to us and gave it to their friends, who are our competitors.
They gave it to the least qualified party; who also happened to be their
buddy and their campaign financiers. They also gave part of the taxpayer
cash to some of their friends who immediately filed bankruptcy in order to
make huge profits off of tax loss filings and stock market valuation
“pumps” without ever having to create any jobs or ongoing product
deliveries. 
 
We were asked to pay bribes and we refused to pay bribes. We refused to be
part of the Silicon Valley “Dark Money” crimes. We knew these people. We
were invited to their parties and to their most intimate meetings. When we
saw that they were running afoul of Democracy using corrupt schemes,
illegal insider trading, sextortion, money laundering, tax evasion, bribes,
prostitutes, Dark Money conduits, election rigging, internet manipulation
and other crimes against the public; we said NO! 
 
Will the U.S. Government provide us with the justice we seek and the
Constitution demands? 
 
We have worked with exceptional FBI, GAO, SEC, CFTC, IG and
Congressional staff in this matter and we wish to acknowledge their
support. Many have seen the recent news head-lines about top-level law
enforcement firings of corrupt law enforcement executives. Those were the
right moves and we wish to confirm the fact that certain public officials
continue to stall our justice. Treasury and GAO say that over 180 million
taxpayer dollars have been spent on cover-ups, attacks and DOJ stalls
against our request in order to avoid political embarrassment for the Obama
Administration. They are no longer around and they SHOULD be
embarrassed by their corruption!You can resolve our matter for dramatically
less money than you are spending trying to cover it up! 
 
We will not give up and we will fight to the end. Our Task Force of crime
victims, journalists, bloggers, mass data scientists, intelligence specialists
and voters is now using 100% legal means to terminate every single crook



in this case until we get justice. We demand a resolution where our damages
are paid for and the whistle-blower and informant fees we are owed are
delivered. 
 
The news articles and Congressional reports prove that this Silicon Valley
Cartel regularly engages in crimes, sex abuse, illicit acts, a sociopath
culture and law-breaking. Fact-based forensic data has now been published
representing the work of tens of thousands of renown, award-winning
journalists and researchers. They prove that what we are saying really did
happen and it really is a criminal abuse of Democracy! The ICIJ, Snowden,
Assange and Binney leaks prove the depth of the crimes.Hundreds of
thousands of documents have now been placed on public record in the
federal courts and P2P archives and those documents prove who engaged in
these crimes and how they did it. The 60 Minutes episodes, The feature
films: Dark Money; Too Big To Fail; Inside Job and the tens of thousands
of broadcast news segments about this corruption all prove our assertions.
The evidence is indisputable! 
 | 
It is time for the public to take a stand against this kind of organized crime
that is operated by the very people that are meant to serve the public! 
 
It is time for The U.S. Government and The U.S. Department of Energy to
deliver the 1.) apology, 2.) damages offset, 3.) justice, 4.) whistle-blower
and informant fees that are required." 
 
  
 
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
QUESTIONS? 
 
 
Q. Where is your proof? 
 
A. Here is the proof: 
 
- http://www.DC-crimes.com 



- http://www.slush-fund.com
- Federal court records on file at http://www.pacer.gov 
- FBI 302 and case evidence files submitted by our peers 
- Congressional Ethics Committee reports on public record 
- GAO investigation reports we helped produce 
- and thousands more web repositories we are happy to share... 
 
As a matter of fact, we have submitted over a million pages of evidence
produced by the best, and brightest, FBI agents, criminal investigators,
forensic researchers, investigative reporters, insider whistle-blowers and
former agency employees. In fact, our complaint evidence sets comprise
over 6 TERRABYTES of data. That is quite a bit of hard evidence.
Additionally, there has been very little credible push-back from any major
entities, aside from those charged with the crimes. In other words, every
well-known entity who was not a crook involved in these embezzlements 
has verified our charges. 
 
 
Q. Why don't we hear more about this in "the news"? 
 
A. Because print news media has gone out of business and most of the
online news, especially Google, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Huffpo are
owned or invested in by the very people who are charged with the political
bribery, insider trading, election manipulation and corruption. They order
their news outlets, which now are the majority of news publishers in the
world, to NOT covernews about these crimes because it will embarrass
them and cause the FBI and Congress to look at them more closely. We are
not going to let this be covered-up. 
 
 
Q. Why don't you just sue all of the people and agencies who did these
things to you?

A. The attacks on us were designed to eliminate our finances so we could
not afford law firms. If we could sue each one of the bad guys and afford
the same lawyers as the bad guys, we would win every case. Each case
costs over two million dollars in legal expenses. There are many cases. Our



legal rights were blockaded by carefully crafted rights elimination tactics.
In America, you can only get a lawyer for free if you kill the opposition bad
guy first. In other words you only get a free lawyer if you commit a murder. 
 
 
Q. Isn't it the job of the FBI and the DOJ to help citizens like you with
injustices like this?

A. As the world saw with the recent firings of the top staff at the FBI and
DOJ; top law enforcement bosses are often more focused on cover-ups of
crimes than the prosecution of crimes. We have helped get hundreds of
famous political people fired for corruption but that does not fully solve our
issue. 
 
 
Q. What are you asking for? 
 
A. Justice, a written apology, to get our damages paid for, the firing of
every corrupt official involved and delivery of the whistle-blower fees we
were promised. 
 
 
Q. Who have you contacted to try to get this resolved? 
 
A. Using certified mail, receipt-based FEDEX and time-stamped and
tracked electronic communications we have contacted every law
enforcement agency, regulatory agency, their heads of office and every
elected representative through every known official channel and back-
channel for nearly a decade. We have only encountered finger-pointing to
some other agency and an official "not my circus, not my monkey's"
attitude of "just ignore them, maybe they will go away". 
 
 
Q. Who else can we contact to confirm that these crimes and stock market
corruptions took place and are still taking place. 
 
A. These groups: 



 
    - http://wearethenewmedia.com/ 
    
    - https://www.icij.org/ 
    
    - https://www.transparency.org/ 
 
    - https://www.judicialwatch.org 
 
    - https://corruption123.com 
 
    - https://wikileaks.org 
 
    - https://causeofaction.org 
 
    - http://globalinitiative.net/ 
    
    And over 400 other organizations we can introduce you to... 
 
 
Q. Are you associated with any political party?

A. No. We are neither Democrats nor Republicans. We are domestic
American taxpayers who were raped by our own elected representatives
who were profiteering off of these crimes. We represent the American
citizens! 
 

SO WHY ARE WE NOT GETTING ANY RESPONSE, ANY JUSTICE
AND ANY OFFSETS FROM THE VERY PEOPLE WE PAY TO
PROTECT AND SERVE US?

ANOTHER LETTER FROM VICTIMS OF THIS FELONY CRIME
MATTER:

We are victims of a felony crime. We have yet to receive any legal help or
victims rights services. Over 100,000 tv shows, broadcast news segments,



Congressional reports and news articles cover the fact that the crimes did
happen.

Jesse Jackson Junior stole money from the government and collects
$138,400.00 per year from the government. We reported a crime and
contributed over 42 million dollars in taxes and services to the government
yet only get to collect $12,000.00 per year. There are over 22 million people
who did crimes who also collect as much...yet we get nearly nothing after
getting defrauded by the Department of Energy.

The DOE Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant under contracts with the
Department of Energy and the government-owned U.S. Enrichment Corp
paid $5M whistle-blower awards to those who blew the whistle on millions
of dollars of corruption. We blew the whistle on hundreds of billions of
dollars of corruption at DOE and have not only not received a dime of
whistle-blower awards but lost over a billion dollars due to Dept. of Energy
reprisals.

The Dept. of Energy has agreed to pay millions to resolve fraud allegations
in its award of small business subcontracts to clean up part of the Hanford
nuclear reservation. The Department of Justice released the settlement
amount after it and Washington Closure announced the day before they had
reached an agreement. Two other businesses named in the lawsuit,
Richland's Federal Engineers & Constructors (FE&C) and Sage Tec,
reached separate settlements in 2017. The FE&C settlement for $2 million
and Sage Tec settlement for $235,000 bring the total recovered by the
Department of Justice to more than $5.5 million in the case. We blew the
whistle on hundreds of billions of dollars of corruption at DOE and have
not only not received a dime of whistle-blower awards but lost over a
billion dollars due to Dept. of Energy reprisals.

Dept. of Energy Hanford subcontractor URS has agreed to settle a lawsuit
brought by former employee Walter Tamosaitis for $4.1 million. The
settlement in the whistleblower case comes almost one year before the case
was set for a jury trial in federal court in Richland. We blew the whistle on
hundreds of billions of dollars of corruption at DOE and have not only not
received a dime of whistle-blower awards but lost over a billion dollars due
to Dept. of Energy reprisals.



Many news reports such as this, demonstrate the utter lack of justice in
modern Washington:



GAO Report Confirms DOE has Failed to
Protect Whistleblowers

 "They will make an example of anyone who challenges them." This
chilling comment from a contractor employee quoted in a recent
Government Accountability Office (GAO) report illustrates
how Department of Energy (DOE) contractors have developed a culture of
fear and intimidation that threatens to subvert legitimate safety ...

S pogo.org/blog/2016/08/gao-report-confirms-doe-fail.

WE DEMAND THAT THESE CRIMINALS BE ARRESTED OR ELSE
WE WILL PERFORM CITIZEN ARRESTS ON EACH AND EVERY
ONE OF THEM!

News Articles And Government Reports About This Case:

- Evidence repository # 2367: 
Resource A  
 
- List of reporting outlets who have covered this case:
http://wearethenewmedia.com/  
 
- Investigation agency reviewing suspects in this case: 
https://www.icij.org/

- Investigation agency reviewing suspects in this case: 
  https://www.transparency.org/

- Investigation agency reviewing suspects in this case: 
 https://www.judicialwatch.org 
 
- Investigation agency reviewing suspects in this case: 
https://corruption123.com 
 
- Investigation agency reviewing suspects in this case: 
https://wikileaks.org 
 
- Investigation agency reviewing suspects in this case: 
http://peterschweizer.com/

- Investigation agency reviewing suspects in this case: 
https://causeofaction.org 

http://www.pogo.org/blog/2016/08/gao-report-confirms-doe-failed-to-protect-whistleblowers.html
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=department%20of%20energy%20whistleblower%20receives%20%245M+site:www.pogo.org&t=hi
http://www.pogo.org/blog/2016/08/gao-report-confirms-doe-failed-to-protect-whistleblowers.html
https://londonworldwide.com/
http://wearethenewmedia.com/
https://www.icij.org/
https://www.transparency.org/
https://www.judicialwatch.org/
https://corruption123.com/
https://wikileaks.org/
http://peterschweizer.com/
https://causeofaction.org/


 
- Whistleblower site reviewing one corrupt beneficiary in this case: 
https://nissanwhistleblower.blogspot.com/ 
 
- Overview report on the Obama slush-fund payola: 
https://freedomandprosperity.org/2015/blog/big-government/green-energy-corruption-
reform-conservatism-and-the-size-of-government/ 
 
- Overview report on the Obama slush-fund payola: 
https://finance.townhall.com/columnists/maritanoon/2012/06/29/obamas-greenenergy-
cronycorruption-n1010038 
 
- Overview report on the Obama slush-fund payola: 
http://fusion4freedom.com/about-gcf/ 
 
- Overview whistle-blower reports on the Obama slush-fund payola: 
https://greencorruption.blogspot.com/ 
 
- Investigation agency reviewing suspects in this case: 
- http://globalinitiative.net/ 

- A major Congressional report on this case: 
http://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/December-2014-IRS-Report.pdf

- Overview report on the Obama slush-fund payola: 
http://instituteforenergyresearch.org/analysis/issa-report-uncovers-fraud-in-doe-loans/

- Case reviews:
http://www.xyzcase.com

- Overview report on the Obama slush-fund payola: 
http://www.theifp.org/research-grants/procurement_final_edited.pdf

- Overview report on the Obama slush-fund payola: 
https://www.oecd.org/cleangovbiz/toolkit/50042935.pdf 
 
- Overview report on the Obama slush-fund payola: 
http://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/the-administration/250109-a-case-study-in-pay-to-
play-cronyism

- Overview report on the Obama slush-fund payola: 
https://www.stridentconservative.com/obamas-green-energy-crony-corruption-story-part-2/ 
 
- Overview 60 Minutes video documentary on the Obama slush-fund payola: 
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cleantech-crash-60-minutes/

- Case investigation evidence files: 
http://www.slush-fund.com

- What is "DARK MONEY" and how does that crime work? 
https://dear-white-house.com/public/WHAT_IS_DARK_MONEY.pdf 

https://nissanwhistleblower.blogspot.com/
https://freedomandprosperity.org/2015/blog/big-government/green-energy-corruption-reform-conservatism-and-the-size-of-government/
https://finance.townhall.com/columnists/maritanoon/2012/06/29/obamas-greenenergy-cronycorruption-n1010038
http://fusion4freedom.com/about-gcf/
https://greencorruption.blogspot.com/
http://globalinitiative.net/
http://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/December-2014-IRS-Report.pdf
http://instituteforenergyresearch.org/analysis/issa-report-uncovers-fraud-in-doe-loans/
http://www.xyzcase.com/
http://www.theifp.org/research-grants/procurement_final_edited.pdf
https://www.oecd.org/cleangovbiz/toolkit/50042935.pdf
http://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/the-administration/250109-a-case-study-in-pay-to-play-cronyism
https://www.stridentconservative.com/obamas-green-energy-crony-corruption-story-part-2/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cleantech-crash-60-minutes/
http://www.slush-fund.com/
https://dear-white-house.com/public/WHAT_IS_DARK_MONEY.pdf


 
- The Obama-Fraud Scams: 
https://dear-white-
house.com/public/How_Obama_U.S._Department_of_Energy_Defrauded_Americans_Out_
Of_Their_Life_Savings_In_A_Massive_Crony_Crime_Cover-up.pdf

- How The FEC helps cover-up these crimes: 
https://dear-white-
house.com/public/THE_FEC_SCAM_AGENCY_THAT_DOES_NOTHING.pdf

- List of attacks on taxpayers that the Obama insiders engaged in: 
https://dear-white-house.com/public/THE_LIST_OF_ATTACKS.pdf

- What does the evidence prove?: 
https://dear-white-house.com/public/WHAT_DOES_THIS_EVIDENCE_PROVE.pdf

- A description of the largest part of the crime: 
https://dear-white-house.com/public/What_is_Pre-
Loaded_Campaign_Securities_Assets_payola.pdf

- A list of a few of the beneficiaries of these crimes: 
https://dear-white-house.com/public/THE_LIST_OF_CROOKS_BY_NAME_VERS_3.pdf

WHO ARE THE MAIN CROOKS WHO FINANCED, OPERATED AND BENEFITED FROM
THIS CORRUPTION?:

1.) These people have a 'Dark Money' bribery program underway in which they use fake
charity organizations to conduit bribes and rigged government contracts back and forth to
themselves.

2. These are the people (Mostly from New York and California) who are 'freaking out' because Trump is cutting off their

corruption ('Draining the swamp...") and who are spending the most money and resources on Fusion GPS, Black

Cube, Gawker/Gizmodo hit jobs and spying. These are not just people who disagree with Trump. They are actively

meeting about, and spending tens of millions of dollars on espionage activities, riots and character assassinations in

order to keep their payola schemes going.

These people appear to be criminals who have the protection of corrupted executives in charge of law enforcement

and regulatory agencies. The top most active Deep State radicalized financiers and agitators are:

Amy Pascal; (Sony Pictures Obama funding liaison, traded CIA secrets for Zero Dark Thirty script)

Arnold Schwarzenegger; (CA governor, actor, arranged Russian mob financing and Russian mining deals)

Barack Obama; (Acted as front man for Silicon Valley payola deals through White House)

Bill Daley; (Obama's Chicago mobster staff boss, ran payola ops in White House for Obama)

Bill Lockyer; (California finance boss with a sex scandal that gave taxpayer cash to crooked Solyndra and Tesla)

Brian Goncher; (Deloitte finance Cleantech scammer head, put togther Obama Cleantech payola deals)

Daniel Cohen; (Dept of Energy Lawyer who helped fudge the DOE Slush-Fund into place with Steven Chu)

David Axelrod; (Obama White House media hit-man)

https://dear-white-house.com/public/How_Obama_U.S._Department_of_Energy_Defrauded_Americans_Out_Of_Their_Life_Savings_In_A_Massive_Crony_Crime_Cover-up.pdf
https://dear-white-house.com/public/THE_FEC_SCAM_AGENCY_THAT_DOES_NOTHING.pdf
https://dear-white-house.com/public/THE_LIST_OF_ATTACKS.pdf
https://dear-white-house.com/public/WHAT_DOES_THIS_EVIDENCE_PROVE.pdf
https://dear-white-house.com/public/What_is_Pre-Loaded_Campaign_Securities_Assets_payola.pdf
https://dear-white-house.com/public/THE_LIST_OF_CROOKS_BY_NAME_VERS_3.pdf
https://dear-white-house.com/public/THE_LIST_OF_CROOKS_BY_NAME_VERS_3.pdf
https://dear-white-house.com/public/THE_LIST_OF_CROOKS_BY_NAME_VERS_3.pdf


David Drummond; (Top Google lawyer who had a few scandals at his Quail Road Home in Woodside, CA while
running political bribes for Google)

David Plouffe; (Obama White House boss who arranged Silicon Valley payola and revolving door deals)

David E. Shaw; (Known as the Snake Of Silence)

Dianne Feinstein; (Covert owner of Tesla, Solyndra and other conflict-of-interests. called "The Most Corrupt Senator In
U.S. History")

Elon Musk; (Tech mobster bromance buddy of Larry Page at Google and Tim (crazy eyes) Draper, sex party partner
with Steve Jurvetson and largest government Mooch in American history)

Eric Holder; (Obama's AG who ran all of the DOJ and FBI cover-ups of corruption for Obama)

Eric Schmidt; (Google boss with an "open marriage", a sex penthouse and a CIA office who loves to mess with
governments around the world)

John Zaccarro, Jr.; (At top of GOP watch-list)

Frank Giustra; (Mining scheme financier of Hillary Clinton who suggested Russian deals)

Nick Denton; (Gay sex and media abuser who did nasty tabloids in Britain and USA as hired character assassination
pro, ran media attacks as client for Podesta, Obama, DNC, Google and Elon Musk)

Harry Reid; (Dirty Senator who made crooked deals with Musk and Google, got punched in the eye for being a crook)

Haim Saban; (Overseas cash conduit to DNC)

Hillary and Bill Clinton; (Sex, dead bodies, Haitian prostitutes...can the world ever forget The Clinton's?)

Ira Ehrenpreis; (Silicon Valley frat boy bundler and DNC VC insider)

Andy Bechtolsheim; (Silicon Valley frat boy bundler and DNC VC insider)

Jay Carney; (Too many conflicts-of-interest to count, White House press boss, loved Russian tactics)

James Comey; (FBI Director who held off investigations on Obama's crimes)

Jared Cohen; (Google's Israeli agent in-house, playboy/spy/DNC operative; promoted coup attempts)

Jeffrey Katzenberg; (Hollywood Wensteiny DNC financier and pusher of politics into Hollywood films)

John Doerr; (Obama's Kleiner Perkins and Russian Connection VC sued for sex abuse and manipulation)

Harvey Weinstein; (Notorious Obama and Clinton financier and sexual predator)

Yasmin Green; (Google's director of Middle East Incursions, Jared Cohen's favorite hottie, extensive mouth-to-face
ratio)

Jonathan Silver; (The Dept of Energy's VC who made sure that only Obama's campaign financiers got funded)

Ken Brody; (Insider for DNC operations)

Lachlan Seward; (The Dept of Energy's payola manager who made sure that only Obama's campaign financiers got
funded)

Laurene Powell Jobs; (Steve Job's old squeeze or "beard wife" depending on who you ask, inherited his billions and
now funds the DNC)

Judge Stewart M. Bernstein;  (NY Southern District Judge who is a Hillary Clinton sponsor protecting DNC corruption)

Larry Page; (Elon Musk's boy buddy at Google. Pages steals technology for Google and spends his billions rigging
politics and buying insane frat boy toys and people)

Google, Alphabet, YouTube; (The commercial version of the CIA)

Facebook; (The commercial version of the German Stazi)

In-Q-Tel; (The actual CIA..but without any of that annoying Congressional oversight. They are a 501 (c) charity yet
they had 5 tons of cocaine on their airplanes. They now work for Elon Musk, Google and Facebook)

Amazon; (The Socialist version of the CIA)



Twitter; (A DNC spy and media manipulation tool to do spy stuff in 140 characters, or less)

PayPal; (A DNC run bank that cut's off anti-DNC people)

WordPress.Org; (A DNC operated ISP that cut's off anti-DNC people in violation of freedom-of-speech)

The Law Firm of Perkins Coi; (The Masters of Moving Money Mysteriously)

Mark Zuckerberg; (Goofy Facebook boss that does what Sandburg and Debbie Wasserman tells him to do and wants
to be President of the World)

Martin LaGod; (Silicon Valley VC deep into lithium mining corruption)

Matt Rogers; (Silicon Valley McKinsey insider placed into Dept of Energy to run things for Silicon Valley VC's)

Marc Benioff; (DNC financier and party boy)

Michael Birch; (The man with the Magic Box)

Steve Kirsch; (Windfall billionaire with Infoseek sale, funds lithium ion battery mining deals)

Steven Spielberg; (Hollywood extremist DNC financier)

S. Donald Sussman; (A true man who "gets around the circuit")

Pierre Omidyar; (Gawker/Gizmodo hit-job financier, EBAY owner, partners with "Russian Businessmen")

Rahm Emanual; (The "Godfather" of corruption in the Obama White House and Chicago City Hall. Taught Obama how
to Obaminate corruption)

Raj Gupta; (Arrested insider trading expert from crooked McKinsey who taught Silicon Valley how to scheme)

Ray Lane; (Charged with tax evasion on a massive scale, he and Kleiner Perkin's folks brought crime to the Vallley)

Tom Perkins; (The VC with the biggest bribes)

Robert Rubin: (The insider that knows where the girls are)

Rob Friedman; (The insider that works all of the angles and shell corporation options)

Reid Hoffman; (Weight and morality challenged owner of Linked-In who finances dirty DNC deals and dating sites)

Richard Blum; (Dianne Feinstein's husband/boss, ran dirty Chinese deals and owns part of Solyndra and Tesla assets.
His "interesting" trips to Mongolia and China still have the FBI scratching their heads)

Robert Gibbs; (Obama's crooked press office boss who quit the day after a certain package showed up on his desk)

Robert Shwarts; (The cash behind the blast)

Roger Altman; (The man who has his fingers in everything)

The Law Firm of Covington and Burling; (Deeply homosexual DNC insider law firm that brought you Obama, Eric
Holder and the Immigration crisis)

Sanford Robertson; (The "inventor" of some of the greatest stock market politician perks ever deployed)

Steve Jurvetson; (Elon Musk's sex party buddy and VC who got fired for sex stuff and who has one of the worst
reputations around the Valley)

Steve Rattner; (Obama's "Car Czar" who put together the crooked deals with Detroit to exchange fed cash for votes,
indicted in NY for securities fraud. Google associate, New America/In-Q-Tel guy)

Steve Westly; (Obama's dirtiest Silicon Valley Political Crony Payola Bundler)

Steven Chu; (Officially known as "The Most Corrupt Secretary Of Energy In American History" who also created the
totally screwed up "Iran Nuclear Deal" and the corrupt "Uranium One" deal)

Steve Spinner; (He and his wife structured the stinkiest parts of the Obama Solyndra payola scam)

Susie Tompkins Buell; (DNC financier socialite PR hypester for Norcal rich people)

Tracey Turner; ("The FBI cannot comment about an ongoing investigation...")



George Soros; (The world's most overt DNC radical billionaire, the cash behind Netflix and Tesla)

Warren Buffet; (The world's most covert DNC radical billionaire)

Tom Steyer; (The "Master of Cleantech Disaster", 3rd largest financier of Anti-Trump actions, oil guy)

Margie Sullivan; (Tom Steyer's partner and Hillary Clinton's special friend who helped USAID push mining deals to get
Afghanistan invaded for Elon Musk and Frank Guistra mining scams)

Tim Draper; (Bromance buddy of Elon Musk with extremist eyebrows and hatred of Californians)

Valarie Jarrett; (Obama's White House overseer of the Obama corruptions office efforts who sought to help Iran)

Vinod Khosla; (The villan of the CBS 60 Minutes episode: The Cleantech Crash, Obama & Clinton financier kick-back
artist and "beach stealer")

Michelle Lee; (Google's lawyer who was placed as head of U.S. Patent Office for the purpose of protecting Google
and the Silicon Valley Cartel in their IP theft onslaughts)

The law firm of Wilson Sonsini Goodrich and Rosatti; (Known as the most "corrupt law firm in Silicon Valley")

Lawrence "Larry" Summers (Harvard President who aided Zuckerberg's light-speed rise to prominence with
unprecedented Harvard Crimsoncoverage; Obama bailout chief; Clinton Treasury Secretary; World Bank Chief
Economist; "Special Advisor" to Marc Andreessen in Instagram; co-creator of the current Russian robber baron
economy; close 20-year relationships with protégés Sheryl Sandberg & Yuri Milner; aided in recommendations that
created the Russian robber baron economy—and Yuri Milner/DST/Asmanov's money used to purchase Facebook
stock)

James W. Breyer; (Accel Partners LLP; Facebook director; client of Fenwick & West LLP since the 1990's; apparently
received technology from other Fenwick clients that was shuffled to Zuckerberg, incl. Leader Technologies' inventions.
Formed CIA IN-Q-TEL spy and IP theft organization)

David Plouffe; directed Obama's 2008 and 2012 campaigns; a self-described "statistics nerd;" likely directed the
activities of the Facebook Club; employed Robert F. Bauer, Perkins Coii LLP in 2000 at the Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee. Facebook and Uber manipulation expert)

McBee Strategic (one of the main "private" arms responsible for dolling out the billions in Obama "green energy"
stimulus funds; partnered with Cooley Godward LLP)

Mike Sheehy (Cooley-McBee Strategic principal; former National Security Adviser to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi)

Nancy Pelosi (U.S. Congresswoman; appears to be running political cover in the House for Facebook, McBee
Strategic, Cooley Godward, Fenwick & West, Breyers, etc.)

Gilman Louie - (Silicon Valley spy and game-maker who formed In-Q-Tel to steal technologies and political agenda's)

Harry Reid (U.S. Senator; Judge Evan J. Wallach patron)

Thomas J. Kim (SEC, Chief Counsel & Assoc. Director) approved Facebook's 500-shareholder exemption on Oct. 14,
2007, one day after it was submitted by Fenwick & West LLP; Facebook used this exemption to sell $3 billion insider
stock to the Russians Alisher Asmanov, Yuri Milner, DST, Digital Sky, Mail.ru which pumped Facebook's pre-IPO
valuation to $100 billion; another Harvard grad, Kim worked at Latham & Watkins LLP which was the chief lobbyist for
the National Venture Capital Association in 2002-2004 whose Chairman was James W. Beyer,Accel Partners LLP; in
other words Breyer and Kim, both Harvard grads, were associated at the time of the Zuckerberg hacking and theft of
Leader Technologies' software code)

Ping Li (Accel Partners, Zuckerberg handler)

Jim Swartz (Accel Partners; Zuckerberg handler)

Sheryl K. Sandberg (Facebook, Summers Dominatrix-like protégé; Facebook director - Husband possibly murdered by
Russian as an example to tell Zuckerberg to tow-the-line)

Yuri Milner (DST aka Digital Sky, Summers protégé; former Bank Menatep executive; Facebook director)

Alisher Asmanov (DST aka Digital Sky; Goldman Sachs Moscow partner; Russian oligarch; Friend of the Kremlin;
Became the Richest Man in Russia after the Facebook IPO)

Marc L. Andreessen (Zuckerberg coach; client of Fenwick & West LLP and Christopher P. King akaChristopher-
Charles King akaChristopher King aka Christopher-Charles P. King; Summers' sponsor during Instagram-scam;
Facebook director)



Peter Thiel (19-year old Zuckerberg coach; PayPal; Facebook director; CEO, Clarion Capital)

Clarion Capital (Peter Thiel)

Richard Wolpert (Accel Partners)

Robert Ketterson (Fidelity Ventures; Fidelity Equity Partners; Fidelity Ventures Telecommunications & Technology)

David Kilpatrick (Business Insider; "The Facebook Effect"; PR cleanse-meister re. Facebook origins

Zynga/Groupon/LinkedIn/Square/Instagram ("Facebook Money/Credits/Bitcoin" feeder companies)

Tesla Motors (received $465 million in Obama stimulus funds and hired Cooley's Michael Rhodes in the seven months
before the Leader v. Facebook trial, just before veteran Judge Joseph Farnan made the surprise announcement of his
retirement, just six days after Facebook's disastrous Markman Hearing)

Solyndra (received $535 million in Obama stimulus at the recommendation of the Cooley-McBee Strategic "consulting"
alliance)

BrightSource (received $1.6 billion in Obama stimulus at the recommendation of the Cooley-McBee Strategic
"consulting" alliance)

John P. Breyer (father of James W. Breyer; founder of IDG Capital Partners - China; coached his son on exploiting
Western markets while he quietly built a venture capital business in China for the last 20 years; the real brain behind
the Breyer exploitations)

IDG Capital Partners (China)(founded by John P. Breyer, the father of James W. Breyer, Accel Partners; the current
launderer of the tens of billions James W has fleeced from the U.S. market from the bailout, stimulus and the "pump &
dump" Facebook IPO schemes)

Goldman Sachs (received US bailout funds; then invested with DST in Facebook private stock via Moscow; took
Facebook public; locked outAmerican investors from investing)

Morgan Stanley (received US bailout funds; took Facebook public; probably participated in oversees purchases of
Facebook private stock before IPO)

State Street Corporation (received U.S. taxpayer bailout monies along with Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley;
consolodating control of ATM banking networks internationally)

JP Morgan Chase (received U.S. taxpayer bailout monies along with Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and State
Street Corporation)

Lloyd Blankfein (Goldman Sachs, CEO - The Wizard of Covert Cash)

Jamie Dimon (JP MorganChase, CEO)

Steve Cutler (JP MorganChase, General Counsel)

Rodgin Cohen (JP MorganChase, Outside Counsel; Sullivan Cromwell, LLP)

U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission (granted Fenwick & West's application on behalf of Facebook for an
unpredented exemption to the 500 shareholder rule; opened the floodgated for Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley
to make a private market in Facebook pre-IPO insider stock; facilitated the influx of billions of dollars from "dubious"
sources associated with Russian oligarchs, Alisher Asmanov and Yuri Milner, and the Kremlin; Goldman Sachs is a
partner with this Moscow company, Digital Sky Technologies, aka DST, aka Mail.ru)

Jeff Markey (McBee Strategic LLC; allied with Facebook's Cooley Godward Kronish LLP to arrange Obama's green
energy funding; arranged $1.6 billion for failed BrightSource and $535 million for failed Solyndra)

Steve McBee (McBee Strategic LLC; allied with Facebook's Cooley Godward Kronish LLP to arrange Obama's green
energy funding; arranged $1.6 billion for failed BrightSource and $535 million for failed Solyndra)

Michael F. McGowan (Stroz Friedberg; Facebook forensic expert who lied about his knowledge of the contents of the
28 Zuckerberg hard drives and Harvard Email accounts)

Bryan J. Rose (Stroz Friedberg; Facebook forensic expert who lied about his knowledge of the contents of the 28
Zuckerberg hard drives and Harvard Email accounts)

Dr. Saul Greenberg (Facebook's expert witness from the University of Calgary; disingenuously waived his hands and
said he would be "wild guessing" about the purpose of a Java "sessionstate" import statement (even Java newbies



know it is used for tracking a user while in a web session); in short, Dr. Greeberg lied to the jury, thus discrediting his
testimony)

Toni Townes-Whitley (CGI Federal; Michelle Obama's 1985 Princeton classmate; CGI "donated" $47 million to the
Obama campaign; CGI won the no-bid contract to build the www.healthcare.gov Obamacare website; CGI shut off the
security features on Obama's reelection donation sites to increase donations)

CGI Federal (US division of a Canadian company; Donated $47 million to Obama's reelection, then received the no-
bid contract to build the ill-fated Obamacare website; Michelle Obama's Princeton classmate, Toni Townes-Whitely, is
a Senior Vice President of CGI; the website is replete with social features and links to Facebook)

Kathleen Sebelius (Obama's Secretary of Health & Human Services since 2009 responsible for $678 million
Obamacare implementation; made the decision to hire CGI Federal on a no-bid contract despite the evident conflict of
interest with Michelle Obama and $47 million in Obama campaign donations by CGI; the website is replete with social
features and links to Facebook)

Todd Y. Park (White House Chief Technology Officer (CTO); former CTO for Health & Human Services; chief architect
of HealthCare.gov; founder, director, CEO, Athenahealth, Inc.; founder, director, CEO, Castlight Health, Inc.)

Frank M. Sands, Sr. / Frank M. Sands, Jr.(Founder and CEO, respectively, of Sands Capital Management LLC; failed
to file S.E.C. Form SC 13G acquisition reports for Athenahealth, Inc., Baidu, Inc. (ADR) and Facebook stock during
2012; masked the association of Todd Y. Park with Athenahealth, Inc. and Baidu, Inc., and the association of both of
those companies with the Facebook IPO fraud)

Robin "Handsome Reward" Yangong Li (CEO, Baidu, Inc. (ADR); appointed Jan. 2004, the same month that Mark
Zuckerberg obtained Leader Technologies' social networking source code to start Facebook; Robin Y. Li is very likely
associated with John P. and James W. Breyer through their Chinese entities, including IDG Capital Partners, IDG-
Accel and other variants; Li appointed a junior attorney from Fenwick & West LLP, Palo Alto/Mountain View, namely
Parker Zhang, to be his "Head of Patents;" Fenwick & West LLP represented both Leader Technologies, Inc. and
Accel Partners LLC in 2002-2003 and had Leader's source code in their files.)

Parker Zhang ("Head of Patents" at Baidu, Inc. (ADR), appointed in approx. May 2012; formerly a junior Associate
attorney at Fenwick & West LLP; graduate from Michigan Law in 2005)

Penny S. Pritzker (Secretary, Department of Commerce; replaced Rebecca M. Blank; holds over $24 million in
Facebook "dark pools" stock, most notably in Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and JPMorgan)

Rebecca M. Blank (Secretary, Department of Commerce; oversaw the dubious Leader v. Facebook activities of the
Patent Office Director, David J. Kappos, who held over one million dollars in Facebook "dark pools" during the Leader
v. Facebook proceedings; Kappos purchased this stock within weeks of his surprise recess appointment by President
Obama; Kappos also was formerly employed by IBM, who sold Facebook 750 patents during the Leader v. Facebook
proceedings; right before leaving the Patent OFfice, Kappos also ordered an unprecedented 3rd reexamination of
Leader's patent without even identifying claims)

Mary L. Schapiro (Chairman, Securities & Exchange Commission; holds 51 Facebook "dark pools" stocks which held
stock in Facebook, Baidu and more than a dozen Facebook crony companies; failed to regulate the "dark pools;"
failed to disclose her substantial conflict of interest in regulating the run up to the Facebook IPO)

Robert C. Hancock (Chief Compliance Officer, Sands Capital Management, LLC; failed to file S.E.C. Form SC 12G
notice of acquisition reports for Athena health, Baidu and Facebook during the period of the Facebook IPO in 2012;
this conduct masked the conflicts of interest of Todd Y. Park, who was appointed by President Obama to be the U.S.
Chief Technology Officer during this same period; Todd Y. Park is/has been founder, director and CEO of both Athena
health and Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park deeply embedded the software from Athena health and Castlight Health into
HealthCare.gov when he was CTO at Health & Human Services; none of these conflicts of interest were disclosed;
Todd Y. Park's ethics pledges and reports are missing from the Office of Government Ethics)

Jonathan Goodman (Chief Counsel, Sands Capital Management, LLC; failed to file S.E.C. Form SC 12G notice of
acquisition reports for Athenahealth, Baidu and Facebook during the period of the Facebook IPO in 2012; this conduct
masked the conflicts of interest of Todd Y. Park, who was appointed by President Obama to be the U.S. Chief
Technology Officer during this same period; Todd Y. Park is/has been founder, director and CEO of both Athena health
and Castlight Health; Todd Y. Park deeply embedded the software from Athena health and Castlight Health into
HealthCare.gov when he was CTO at Health & Human Services; none of these conflicts of interest were disclosed;
Todd Y. Park's ethics pledges and reports are missing from the Office of Government Ethics; Goodman was formerly
employed by Gibson Dunn LLP, Facebook appeals counsel in Leader v. Facebook)

Trip Adler ("Co-Founder" of Scribd; Harvard contemporaries of Mark Zuckerberg with a dubious orgins story, like
Zuckerberg's; Scribd held AFI documents for two years, then summarily deleted the entire library without warning on
Fri. Mar. 7, 2014; AFI's library contained only public documents and much evidence proving the Leader v. Facebook
judicial corruption)



Jared Friedman ("Co-Founder" of Scribd; Harvard contemporaries of Mark Zuckerberg with a dubious orgins story, like
Zuckerberg's; Scribd held AFI documents for two years, then summarily deleted the entire library without warning on
Fri. Mar. 7, 2014; AFI's library contained only public documents and much evidence proving the Leader v. Facebook
judicial corruption)

Jeffrey Wadsworth (CEO, Battelle Memorial Institute; President, Ohio State University Board of Trustees; former
Deputy Director of Science & Technologies, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, University of California Board of
Trustees)

Michael V. Drake (President, The Ohio State University; former Chancellor, University of California, Irvine)

Woodrow A. Myers (Chief Medical Officer, Wellpoint, Inc.; formerly Corporate Operations Officer, Anthem Blue Cross
Blue Shield of Indiana)

Alex R. Fischer (aka Alexander Ross Fischer; Trustee, The Ohio State University; former Sr. Vice President, Battelle
Memorial Institute; Chairman, OmniViz; married to Lori Barreras)

Chris Glaros (author of the discredited Waters Report re. The Ohio State University Marching Band; protege of Eric H.
Holder, Jr., Professor James P. Chandler, III, and Algernon L. Marbley)

Lori Barreras (Commissioner, Ohio Civil Rights Commission; former Vice President of Human Resources, The Ohio
State University; former Vice President, Battelle Memorial Institute; married to Alex R. Fischer)

David Vaughn (Criminal Attorney, David Vaughn Consulting Group; former Assistant U.S. Attorney; appointed to the
discredited Waters Commission at Ohio State)

Betty Montgomery (former Ohio Attorney General; appointed to the discredited Waters Commission at Ohio State;
accepted campaign contributions from Woodrow A. Myers, Wellpoint, Inc. and friend of Michael V. Drake)

Joseph A. Steinmetz (Provost, The Ohio State University; author of Psychological Science article on MOOC (Massive
Open Online Course) that triggered the discovery of massive double-dealing and fraud within the Ohio State trustees)

The confirming data was acquired from finance reports, FEC filings,
Congressional studies, espionage journalism, state election reporting forms,
Goldman Sachs and ICIJ Swiss Leaks documents and journalists.


